gions but it grows thicker than even its original thickness in others. This effect is evident in the low-energy shape of the 0 peak in Fig. 1 . After the 1.5&& 10"/cm' helium ion fluence, although the peak area has decreased, there are contributions to the peak at lower energies than in the asgrown film. These contributions come from thick regions in the film. Visual inspection of the films shows they change from being invisibly transparent to highly reflecting as though snowf lakes were forming in the region of bombardment.
We believe we are observing the transformation of amorphous to polycrystalline 
50-
obtained from these spectra. The nematic phase again shows the same feature as the previous compound; however, there appears a dramatic break in the plot at the nematic-smectic-C phase transition. We do not believe this to be a change in the molecular conformation but instead the onset of the third order pa, rameter in Eq. (3). The presence of three order parameters would require that three splittings instead of two is necessary to determine any others, i.e. , &&; = C,&&, .
+CI,&&"+C,&&,. In Fig. 4 
